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Opinion
Glossary

DNA barcode: a small piece of the genome (marker) found in a broad range of

species. The standardized barcode for most animals is a fragment of the

mitochondrial COI gene, the standardized barcode for plants is a fragment of

the plastid gene ribulose 1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase gene (rbcL) combined

with a fragment of the maturase (matK) gene, whereas the barcode for fungi is

the nuclear internal transcribed spacer (ITS) of the ribosomal DNA. CBOL

(http://www.barcodeoflife.org/) has standardized this method of species

identification, and has developed the corresponding sequence reference

database for these markers [10].

DNA barcoding: the identification of species using standardized DNA

fragments. The ideal DNA barcoding procedure starts with well-curated

voucher specimens deposited in natural history collections and ends with a

unique sequence deposited in a public reference library of species identifiers

that could be used to assign unknown sequences to known species [7,43].

Metabarcoding: a rapid method of high-throughput, DNA-based identification

of multiple species from a complex and possibly degraded sample of eDNA or

from mass collection of specimens. The metabarcoding approach is often
DNA-based species identification, known as barcoding,
transformed the traditional approach to the study of
biodiversity science. The field is transitioning from bar-
coding individuals to metabarcoding communities. This
revolution involves new sequencing technologies, bio-
informatics pipelines, computational infrastructure, and
experimental designs. In this dynamic genomics land-
scape, metabarcoding studies remain insular and biodi-
versity estimates depend on the particular methods
used. In this opinion article, I discuss the need for a
coordinated advancement of DNA-based species identi-
fication that integrates taxonomic and barcoding infor-
mation. Such an approach would facilitate access to
almost 3 centuries of taxonomic knowledge and 1 de-
cade of building repository barcodes. Conservation pro-
jects are time sensitive, research funding is becoming
restricted, and informed decisions depend on our ability
to embrace integrative approaches to biodiversity sci-
ence.

From barcoding single individuals to metabarcoding
communities
Evolutionary and ecological studies often rely on our abili-
ty to identify the species involved in the process under
investigation or our capacity to provide robust biodiversity
estimates [1,2]. Managing the health of global ecosystems
requires detailed inventories of species and a good under-
standing of the patterns and trends of biodiversity [3]. For
approximately 3 centuries, the acquisition of biodiversity
data was based on morphological characterization of plants
and animals. The idea of identifying species on the basis of
molecular markers emerged soon after the advent of mo-
lecular biology. Early methods involved the use of hybrid-
ization, restriction enzyme digestion, or other molecular
probes [4,5]. DNA-based species identification was
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introduced by Arnot et al. [6] and was firmly advanced
and standardized by Hebert et al. [7]. The simple idea of
using a short DNA fragment as a barcode (see Glossary) for
identifying species across the Metazoa has been both
strongly embraced and vigorously scrutinized over the past
decade [8,9]. Nevertheless, the efforts led by Paul Hebert,
and supported by the Consortium for the Barcode of Life
(CBoL; http://www.barcodeoflife.org/) resulted in a global
enterprise that combined molecular tools with valuable but
scarce taxonomic expertise [10,11]. Today, DNA barcodes
are being used commonly to identify specimens and the
approach has wide applications in biodiversity conserva-
tion, environmental management, invasion biology, the
study of trophic interactions, and food safety [12–14].
Despite its inherent challenges, which stem mainly from
the difficult front-end curation and verification of voucher
specimens [15], this approach has attracted large amounts
of funding, prompted numerous taxon-specific projects,
and has been used to generate over three million barcode
applied to microbial communities, but can be also applied to meiofauna or

even megafauna.

Operational taxonomic unit (OTU): the taxonomic level selected to be used in

a study, such as individuals or bacterial strains, populations, species, or genera

[44,45].

Taxonomy: the science of discovering, describing, classifying, and naming

organisms [36].
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Box 1. Essential steps in the metabarcoding approach

Sampling design

� Replicated sampling schemes that capture community diversity

[19].

Experimental design

� Need for technical replicates, including independent extractions

and PCR amplifications;

� Need for appropriate markers (Table 1, main text);

� Need for appropriate statistics with corrections for multiple

hypothesis testing [22].

Validating pipelines for de-noising and clustering the reads into

OTUs

� Using benchmarked algorithms for quality control, de-noising,

chimera removal, and OTU picking;

� Using appropriate distance levels for defining species calibrated

for the taxonomic groups studies, the marker that is sequenced,

and the algorithm used [46,47].

� Robust method of taxonomic assignment and phylogenetic

placement with confidence estimates at each taxonomic level.

Ensuring sound interpretation of data

� Validation against standard biodiversity censuses [16];

� Validation against independent markers [19].

Ensuring data transferability and comparability

� Robust OTU recognition system responsive to input from global

users and enabling community validation and annotation [7,21];

this is particularly useful in ‘taxonomy-free’ groups, such as

bacteria and fungi, as well as in other groups with difficult

morphology-based taxonomy;

� Comprehensive reference DNA library based on voucher speci-

mens that enables access to the Linnean taxonomic system [37].
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records in the Barcode of Life Database (BOLD) [10]. More
recently, the technical advancements provided by the ge-
nomic revolution have enabled more direct evaluation of
biodiversity compared with screening one specimen at a
time. Metabarcoding extends DNA-based species identifi-
cation to communities of individuals belonging to many
groups of species with distinct roles in the ecosystem [16].
This multispecies identification method uses massive par-
allel sequencing of bulk samples (total DNA) or potentially
degraded DNA from environmental samples (eDNA) for
which species identification is not practical [11,17]. This
rapidly growing, high-throughput, and sensitive method is
likely to generate an increase in the speed, accuracy, and
resolution of species identification [12,16,18]. The signifi-
cant decrease in the cost associated with sampling and
sequencing bulk samples instead of individual specimens
at a time has the potential to enable a global network of
biodiversity surveillance and monitoring [17]. However,
such a global effort would require highly standardized,
international monitoring networks and integrated, multi-
disciplinary approaches that build on the traditional eco-
logical and taxonomic knowledge while integrating state-
of-the-art technologies enabled by the genomics revolution.

In this article, I provide perspectives on the most pressing
challenges of the metabarcoding field by focusing on the
problems that directly hinder our ability to extract species-
level signals from a bulk sample in a reproducible, accurate,
and comparable manner. Many of these challenges are well
recognized, continue to receive critical attention, and stim-
ulate new research directions. Less appreciated is the need
to develop a strongly integrative research plan that would
enable molecular ecologists to embrace emerging metage-
nomics tools, corroborate traditional approaches, and
launch global biodiversity initiatives. I finish with a discus-
sion on the major steps needed towards advancing global
biodiversity monitoring programs.

A research agenda for metabarcoding
As with other rapid technological advancements, the meta-
barcoding approach faces challenges that can hinder our
ability to produce robust, comparable biodiversity esti-
mates (Box 1). Many of these problems stem from depen-
dency on the intermediate PCR step, which enriches the
DNA templates extracted from a bulk sample. This step
generates amplification biases and contributes to errors
that can influence biodiversity estimates [19]. These pro-
blems are further amplified by errors introduced by the
second-generation sequencing platforms. Another set of
challenges stems from the need to build appropriate bio-
informatics tools [19] and infrastructure to accommodate
robust algorithms and efficient pipelines for data analysis
[20,21]. The sheer volume of data generated creates the
need for appropriate, centralized storage. The processed
data are sometimes deposited to the National Center for
Biotechnology Information (NCBI) GenBank (http://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/), or to the Dryad Digital
Repository (http://datadryad.org). However, storing origi-
nal data remains largely the responsibility of individual
laboratories or genomic centers. Although the cost of se-
quencing continues to drop, the cost for data analyses and
storage remains more or less constant [20]. Therefore, the
large gap between sequencing and analytic capabilities is
expected to grow.

Most urgent is the need to promote best practices for data
analysis that can promote informed recommendations. Cur-
rent metabarcoding studies provide biodiversity estimates
that are highly dependent on the resolution of the marker
used, the quality of the sequenced libraries, bioinformatics
pipelines, and the parameters used. Moreover, the opera-
tional taxonomic units (OTUs) obtained are not easily rec-
oncilable across sites or studies and inferences regarding
species distribution are difficult to make. Estimates of
biodiversity are also not directly transferable or comparable.
Often, metabarcoding projects involve markers that do not
overlap with the standardized barcodes used to build refer-
ence libraries derived from morphologically identified speci-
mens. This generates a growing gap between morphological
and DNA-based identification. For all these reasons, a
coordinated global initiative for advancing biodiversity re-
search is much needed. Such an initiative would improve
data transferability, comparability, and interpretability
and would prompt the emergence of a global biodiversity-
monitoring program. Data generated by a global network of
samples could help identify ecological and genomics drivers
of diversification and extinction.

A framework for sampling, experimental design, and
data integration
Owing to the relative high cost of second-generation se-
quencing, early metabarcoding projects were rarely repli-
cated, were often descriptive, and focused mainly on the
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exploration of targeted taxonomic groups [22]. With a
significant drop in cost, more appropriate experimental
designs with technical and biological replication and more
robust statistical analyses can be employed. This opportu-
nity generates increased appreciation for the utility of
metabarcoding to address fundamental questions in ecolo-
gy and evolution. Given that, in many respects, metabar-
coding data are similar to species–sample matrices used in
ecology, many existing tools applied to identify correlations
and statistically significant patterns are transferable [22].
The recovered OTUs can be also analyzed using traditional
phylogenetic inferences to provide taxonomic assignment
and phylogenetic placement with confidence estimates at
each taxonomic level [23–25].

The need for evaluating standardized barcodes
Evaluating the performance of various DNA barcodes has
been one of the main challenges of the early barcoding
initiative [26]. For many targeted taxonomic groups (e.g.,
plants or fungi) the use of the standardized animal bar-
code, mitochondrial cytochrome c oxidase subunit I (COI),
was not practical [26]. The problem of developing stan-
dardized barcodes is more severe for metabarcoding
approaches that require the amplification of shorter
DNA fragments, which are more appropriate for studies
that target degraded eDNA, and well adapted for spanning
different, often divergent, taxonomic groups [18,27]. There-
fore, the metabarcoding primers have to be versatile
enough to amplify equally and exhaustively different tar-
geted groups (Table 1). Moreover, the amplified fragment
has to have good taxonomic resolution and be discrimina-
tive, ideally to the species level. The barcode should have a
well-understood pattern of molecular evolution to enable
robust alignment and clustering. An efficient barcode must
have also a comprehensive taxonomic reference database,
generated with the use of the traditional barcoding
Table 1. Criteria for barcode evaluation

Criteria for evaluation Barcoding 

Size Sizes usually longer than 500 bp

Specificity At the taxon level 

Versatility Extensive versatility beyond the 

interest is not essential, but can 

projects charged with comprehe

coverage of large taxonomic gro

Taxonomic resolution Taxonomic resolution at the spe

desirable

Well-understood mode of evolution A distinct break between the intr

interspecific levels of genetic div

required

Comprehensive taxonomic database Building a comprehensive databa

goal of the barcoding approach
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approach, and based on morphologically verified and cu-
rated specimens. Given that building high-quality refer-
ence libraries is time and resource consuming, it has been
suggested that metabarcodes should be designed within
the standardized barcodes [11]. This would enable the
validation of OTUs generated by metabarcoding pipelines
against reference sequences associated with taxonomic
information. The ideal scenario is to use multiple, evolu-
tionary independent metabarcodes, one of which coincides
with the standardized barcode of the particular taxonomic
group. So far, a productive evaluation of the performance of
various metabarcodes has been hindered by a shortage of
comparable data from multiple candidate loci on a common
set of samples [28].

Evaluating the pipeline of data processing
Another problem has been the lack of rigorous frameworks
for data pre-processing (‘de-noising’), processing raw reads
(removal of primers, sequencing adaptors, barcode tags),
performing analyses (clustering, BLASTing), and inter-
preting against standard biodiversity censuses
[19,27,29]. A large number of dedicated software packages
are available to assist with data processing and analyses
[30], prompting the need for comprehensive, comparative
performance tests against each other and against standard
biodiversity data sets [31]. This array of continually emerg-
ing packages can intimidate not only ecologists entering
the genomics field, but also bioinformaticians tasked to
identify which method best fits a particular data set and
which provides the most accurate estimation of biodiversi-
ty [19,20]. The outcome (number of OTUs and their taxo-
nomic and ecological kinship) that various packages of
filtering, clustering, or BLASTing algorithms generate
can be divergent, making comparisons and broad conclu-
sions difficult to achieve. Therefore, comprehensive com-
parative studies of OTU generation methods tested on
Metabarcoding

 Sizes <400 bp are appropriate for degraded DNA

Specific across a divergent group of targeted taxa,

but not beyond

Broad application of single primer pair beyond

targeted groups compromises depth of coverage

Multiple primer pairs can be employed when

amplification bias across divergent taxonomic

groups is severe. Each targeted group can be

amplified by a specific primer-pair.

taxon of

enhance

nsive

ups

High versatility to amplify equally and exhaustively

all target groups

cies level is Taxonomic resolution, ideally to the species level, is

required; requires validation based on mock

communities or similar methods

a- and

ergence is

Desirable for enabling good global alignments that

allow valid recovery of OTUs

Knowledge on the intra- and interspecific levels of

genetic divergence across the targeted groups is

required

se is a major Comprehensive taxonomic database based on

verified and curated specimens is desirable; many

metabarcodes used currently do not have an

associated taxonomic database
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standard set of data sets are needed, and best practices in
quality filtering, clustering, and defining OTUs need to be
established. Several metabarcoding studies conducted on
microbial communities have reported much higher diver-
sity of rare species than expected based on classical mor-
phology [32]. Further verifications have suggested that
these high estimates are due to a combination of sequenc-
ing errors and inadequate data processing [33–35]. Collec-
tively these studies promote rigorous analysis of
metabarcoding data sets, including data de-noising and
sequence clustering with parameters adjusted to the par-
ticular dataset. One of the main goals of metabarcoding
projects is to cluster sequences into OTUs that correspond
to ecological species, unique in their particular niche, or
biological species as unique reproductive pools. The reluc-
tance to assign species-level designation based on DNA
sequences is in part a consequence of the limited amount of
reference sequences with taxonomic validity presently
available for many groups of organisms. The parallel ad-
vancement of barcoding and metabarcoding approaches
facilitates species-level assignment and allows us to inves-
tigate how genotypic and phenotypic diversity relate.

Advancing data transferability and interpretability
There is an increased need to attach meaning to the
growing amount of sequence information entering data-
bases and to link OTUs with ecology or particular physio-
logical traits [21,24]. Assigning OTUs to the species level
enables us to monitor changes in community composition
at a fine taxonomic scale and identify the early stages of a
disturbance. It also enables us to extend metabarcoding as
a tool for early detection of invasive species. The ability to
discriminate OTUs at the species level is essential for such
applications. Most importantly, a robust taxonomic infer-
ence helps us calibrate biodiversity estimates and prevent
erroneous interpretations. The consequence of overesti-
mating the genetic diversity of challenged environments
can have detrimental managerial consequences. By con-
trast, underestimation resulting from pooling divergent
sequences derived from related species into one OTU
can hinder our ability to discover closely related species,
low abundance species with key roles in the ecosystem, or
early invasions. Therefore, cross-validation using multiple
markers and mock communities with well-understood spe-
cies composition and relevant complexity can help mitigate
these problems.

Unfortunately, taxonomic information based on mor-
phology is only sporadically available for many groups of
organisms that are minute (meio- and micro-fauna and
flora) and difficult to inspect visually [24]. However, the
absence of taxonomy can still enable researchers to conduct
basic ecological analyses and address relevant ecological
questions [19]. For ‘taxonomy-free’ groups, such as bacteria
and fungi, as well as for other groups with scarce taxonomic
information, researchers need a robust way of surveying
the taxonomic level, phylogenetic position, and ecological
role of a particular OTU. Is a particular OTU frequently
encountered across samples or studies? Is its geographic
distribution widespread or limited? Does it represent a
native or invasive species? Identifying a particular OTU
across studies can be facilitated by implementing a robust
OTU recognition system [21]. A global identification sys-
tem would enable the scientific community to close the
growing gap between taxonomy and ecology [36] by allow-
ing researchers to capitalize on almost 3 centuries of
taxonomic research and one decade of building repository
barcodes. Currently, most metabarcoding projects use
markers that are not standardized and are not associated
with a reference DNA library. Such projects do not allow
easy association with the Linnean taxonomic system. Mo-
lecular markers often reveal taxa that have not been
described or require further taxonomic evaluation. An
efficient recognition system should be open to annotation
based on morphological, physiological, or behavioral traits
and validation based on other molecular markers.

DNA barcoding and metabarcoding as highly
complementary approaches
Metabarcoding has been described as a promising tech-
nique that is rendering the more traditional DNA barcod-
ing irrelevant [12]. In this section, I argue that barcoding
and metabarcoding are complementary techniques and
that the future of biodiversity studies would benefit from
a harmonizing approach to biodiversity research. The two
techniques are similar in that they both use DNA-based
identification of species, but they have divergent assets
that are determined by their distinct sequencing technolo-
gies and specific goals. Whereas DNA barcoding involves
sequencing one well-curated individual at a time, meta-
barcoding entails massive parallel sequencing of complex
bulk samples for which morphological identification and
curation is not practical. The metabarcoding technique has
the potential to capitalize on the enormous advantage
offered by second-generation sequencing technology, capa-
ble of generating millions of sequences in one run. Howev-
er, our ability to interpret the results depends not only on
further bioinformatical refinements, but also on the avail-
ability of well-populated databases that contain reference
sequences of the taxa of interest [16,37]. The DNA barcod-
ing approach has been designed to build essential bridges
between molecular ecologists and morphological taxono-
mists by generating reference databases based on verified
and curated specimens [38,39]. This basic alliance enables
molecular ecologists to access the Linnean taxonomic sys-
tem. Fortunately, this association can be extended to the
metabarcoding approach by designing metabarcodes with-
in the standardized barcodes. The taxonomic information
associated with the standard barcodes would allow
researchers to place the OTUs within meaningful ecologi-
cal, physiological, and evolutionary contexts. With the
continued generation of barcoded and curated specimens
of museum collections, we will be able to link reference
sequences to the enormous functional biological knowledge
[16,37].

The roadmap for the future of sequencing-based biodi-
versity analysis is hard to predict but few directions tran-
spire. Single-marker sequencing will be likely replaced by
multi-marker approaches. It is easy to imagine that even-
tually, specific markers for taxon identification will be
substituted by whole genome information. Since genomes
will be fragmented in pools of scattered genomes, bioinfor-
matic tools will have to be refined to allow for comparing
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homologous genome fragments across divergent taxa. Sin-
gle-molecule sequencing technologies will likely eliminate
the need of PCR amplification step and will eradicate an
entire suite of PCR-induced errors. Reference libraries will
probably not be constructed on a genome assembly, but
rather a series of sequences derived from representative
genomes. Although the future holds considerable techno-
logical advancements, the present demands responsible
decisions that maximize our chance of sustaining future
endeavors.

Concluding remarks: The time-sensitive nature of the
biodiversity decline requires coordinated effort
Human ingenuity and fascination with technological
advancements have prompted progress and have radically
transformed cultural, economic, and physical landscapes.
We became global environmental drivers [40], a role that
comes with great responsibility and a need for foresight.
Our future as a species depends on our ability to find the
fine balance between what we want and what nature can
provide. A direct way to evaluate our environmental
impact is by documenting the biological richness of our
planet and monitoring biodiversity trends at a global level
[41]. Metabarcoding is emerging as a promising way of
Box 2. Steps towards enabling a global biodiversity

program

Major steps

� Establish museums of genomes and metagenomes (biodiversity

biorepositories) equipped with a portal for sample collections

around the world and developed standards for DNA sharing [48];

� Establish global sampling networks for terrestrial and aquatic life

[49];

� Promote targeted sampling and preservation of samples from

representative regions and sites;

� Adopt sets of markers, design sets of primers suitable for

metabarcoding approaches, and link to reference libraries derived

from morphologically identified specimens;

� Continue to develop barcode reference libraries for standardized

barcodes;

� Develop comprehensive genomics analyses and promote best

practices for data analysis that can promote informed recommen-

dations;

� Develop an infrastructure for metabarcoding data deposition and

OTU recognition open to annotation and cross-validation;

� Build partnership with experts from different geographical

regions and with various taxonomic foci;

� Inform negotiations leading to international agreements.

Potential long-term outcomes

� Provide robust catalogs of animal and plant life and solid local or

regional biodiversity estimates;

� Enable fundamental ecological and evolutionary research by

providing essential information on community assembly, trophic

linkage, energy flow, distribution, and origin of diversity;

� Couple measures of diversity with spatial, ecological, and climatic

information;

� Quantify status and trends in global biodiversity;

� Identify drivers of biodiversity change;

� Direct conservation efforts effectively, and inform remediation

and intervention actions.

� Facilitate a broad range of applications in invasion biology, food

safety and human health.
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scrutinizing the health of our ecosystems and advancing
biodiversity research [18]. However, generating reliable,
verifiable, and easily interpretable biodiversity estimates
requires robust, well-probed methods and generally ac-
cepted standards. It also requires a global, integrative,
and interdisciplinary program for biodiversity research
(Box 2, Figure 1). Such a program would enable us to
capitalize on the efforts of the International Barcode of
Life (IBOL; http://ibol.org/) to build reference libraries, and
would facilitate access to taxonomic knowledge acquired
over the past 3 centuries. Much can be learned from the
early phase of the IBOL program about ways of promoting
standardization, reproducibility, and reusability in barcod-
ing approaches. The potential consequences of erroneous
biodiversity estimates and poor taxonomy are commonly
underestimated, but might have serious ecological and
economic implications [16,36,42]. Developing sustainable
action plans requires a solid understanding of the patterns,
trends, origins, and functions of biodiversity, as well as the
underlying drivers [3]. This can only be achieved through
global, coordinated efforts that integrate traditional
Biodiversity

Phylogeny Ecology

GenomicsMolecular biologyMorphology

MetabarcodingBarcodingTaxonomy

TRENDS in Ecology & Evolution 

Figure 1. An integrative approach to advance biodiversity research in the genomic

era. Closing the gap between traditional approaches derived from ecology,

taxonomy, and phylogeny and fast-evolving molecular techniques would enable

researchers to capitalize on almost 3 centuries of taxonomic research and one

decade of building repository barcodes.
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approaches and effectively implement emerging technolo-
gies.
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